In this article a totally analytic solution of the nonhomogeneous Blasius problem is obtained using the homotopy analysis method (HAM). This solution converges for 0 < ∞. Existence and nonuniqueness of solution is also discussed. An implicit relation between the velocity at the wall and the shear stress = f (0) is obtained. The results presented here indicate that two solutions exist in the range 0 < < c , for some critical value c one solution exists for = c , and no solution exists for > c . An analytical value of the critical value of c was also obtained for the first time.
Introduction
The standard nonhomogeneous Blasius equation is given by
with initial and boundary conditions f (0) = 0, f (0) = − and f (∞) = 1.
This equation is associated with the boundary layer flow over a moving plate with constant velocity . The function f ( ) is the nondimensional stream function and is the similarity ordinate. The derivation of this equation from the classical Navier-Stokes equations can be found in [7, 9, 21] . The existence and nonuniqueness of the solution of this problem were discussed by [6, 7, 12, 23] , and numerical techniques were employed to solve Eq. (1) with the following initial conditions:
The shooting method was employed to solve the above initial value problem and the value of f ( ) as → ∞ was observed while the parameter was changed. The solution of the boundary value problem described by Eqs. (1) and (2) exists if there exists an such that f ( ) → 1 as → ∞. The numerical results presented in [7] indicate that two solutions exist in the range 0 < < c , where c was found to be 0.3546 . . . , one solution exists for = c , and no solution exists for > c .
In this article, the question of existence and uniqueness of an analytical solution will be addressed. The application of Adomian decomposition method will be discussed in the next section. Section 3 will address the derivation of the analytic solution using the homotopy analysis method (HAM). In Section 4 the question of existence and uniqueness will be discussed and conclusion remarks are presented in Section 5.
Analytical solution of the problem
Several attempts were made to derive an analytical solution of the problem for the case = 0, see [8] [9] [10] [11] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . One of these methods is the Adomian decomposition method (ADM). The ADM [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] is quantitative rather than qualitative, analytic, requiring neither linearization nor perturbation and continuous with no resort to discretization. It consists of splitting the given equation into linear and nonlinear parts inverting the highest-order derivative operator contained in the linear operator on both sides, and then identifying the initial and/or boundary conditions and the terms involving the independent variables alone as initial approximation. After that, we decompose the unknown function into a series whose components are to be determined, and then decompose the nonlinear function in terms of special polynomials that are called Adomian's polynomials. Finally, we find the successive terms of the series solution by a recurrent relation using Adomian polynomials.
Following the above procedures, the nonlinear differential equation
can be split into the two components
where L and N are the linear and nonlinear parts of F , respectively, and L is an invertible operator. Rewrite Eq. (5) as
Because L is invertible, one can apply the inverse operator L −1 and gets the solution y of Eq. (4) as
where (x) is the constant of integration and satisfies the condition L( ) = 0. Assume that the solution y can be represented as an infinite series of the form
y n (8) and the nonlinear term N(y) is written as an infinite series of the form
where the Adomian polynomials A n of (y) can be evaluated by the formula, see [1, 3, 22] ,
Now substituting Eqs. (8) and (9) in Eq. (7) gives
Each term in Eq. (11) is given by the recurrent relation
For the problem under consideration, the classical splitting of the problem into linear and nonlinear parts is given by
The initial solution f 0 ( ) will be the solution of the linear equation
subject to the initial conditions
which will be given by
Assume that the solution f ( ) is given by the series solution as
Then the nth term of the above series can be obtained from the recurrence relation
where
and the nth term of the Adomian polynomial A n is given by
The first few terms are given by
Using symbolic computations to solve Eq. (18), we get the following:
Then the solution f ( ) will be
The above solution, given by Eq. (21), has the following two drawbacks.
(1) It is clear from the above terms that the solution is half numeric and half analytic because of the unknown value of , which has to be known in advance to be able to get the analytical solution. (2) For = 0, the above series will be the series solution of the homogeneous Blasius problem which was addressed by many authors, see [21] . It was shown that the above series converges on the restricted domain | | < 0 5.690.
These two drawbacks initiate the need to search for a different approach to solve the problem under consideration, Eqs. (1) and (2). This approach is the HAM. For more details about the HAM, see [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
Homotopy analysis method
Consider a nonlinear differential operatorÑ, leth = 0 and p be complex numbers, and A(p) and B(p) be two complex functions analytic in the region |p| 1, which satisfy
respectively. Let Consider the nonlinear differential equation in general form
whereÑ is a differential operator and u(r) is a solution defined in the region r ∈ . Applying the HAM to solve it, we first need to construct the following family of equations:
where £ is a properly selected auxiliary linear operator satisfying 
Suppose that Eq. (24) has solution (r, p) that converges for all 0 p 1 for properly selectedh, A(p) and B(p). Suppose further that (r, p) is infinitely differentiable at
Thus as p increases from 0 to 1, the solution (r, p) of Eq. (25) varies continuously from the initial approximation u 0 (r) to the solution u(r) of the original Eq. (24). Clearly, Eqs. (27) and (28) give an indirect relation between the initial approximation u 0 (r) and the general solution u(r). The HAM depends on finding a direct relationship between the two solutions which can be described as follows. Consider the Maclaurin's series of (r, p) about p:
Assume that the series above converges at p = 1. From Eqs. (27) and (30), we have the relationship
To derive the governing equation of m (r), we differentiate Eq. (25) m times with respect to p. We get
Divide Eq. (33) by m! and then set p = 0; we get the mth-order deformation equations
and k (r) are the HAM polynomials and they are given by
It is very important to emphasize that Eq. (32) 
and the auxiliary parameterh = −1. The linear operator L is chosen to be
where is an auxiliary parameter. The nonlinear equation will bẽ
Then following the setting given by Eq. (25), one gets
This will lead to the new linear part of the problem given by the left side of the previous equation, and the solution f 0 ( ) is now the solution of the linear equation
subject to the initial and boundary conditions given by Eq. (2). Then the initial approximation f 0 ( ) will be
The recurrence relation for f n will be
where the HAM polynomials n now are given by the relation
The first few terms of these polynomials are given by
The linear system of differential equations given by Eq. (41) is solved for f n ( ), n = 1, 2, 3, . . . , subject to the homogeneous conditions With the help of symbolic computations performed by Mathematica, one can solve the above recurrence relation for f n ( ). The first few terms of the solution f n ( ) are given as 
In [21] it has been shown that for = 0, the above solution converges in the whole domain of definition of f, namely for 0 < ∞. Experimenting with several values of , we realize that the above solution converges for > 1. The value of chosen for the results presented here is 2.1.
Nonuniqueness of solution
As mentioned earlier, the nonuniqueness of solution of this problem was discussed by many authors. Allan and Abu Saris [7] employed numerical techniques to show the nonuniqueness of solution for 0 < < c , where c was found to be 0.3546-one solution exists for = c and no solution exists for > c . With the help of the analytical solution obtained in the previous section, Eq. (46), one can derive an implicit relation between the initial condition f (0) = − and the initial condition f (0) = . The implicit relation h( , ) is defined by the following limit:
The nonuniqueness of solution is shown by defining as a function of when h( , ) = 1,which can be described as an analytic shooting method. Fig. 1 shows the implicit curve of h( , ). We generate 10 terms to sketch the implicit curve in Fig 
Conclusion
In this article, an analytical solution of the nonhomogeneous Blasius problem is derived using the ADM and the HAM. The solution obtained using ADM converges only for a very restricted domain, 0 < 0 5.7. In addition, this solution is half numeric and half analytic. One has to know the value of the initial condition = f (0) in order to construct the analytical solution for the problem. On the other hand, the solution obtained using the HAM converges for the whole domain of definition of the function, namely for 0 < ∞. The question of uniqueness is also addressed. Using the analytical solution obtained by the HAM, we are able to find an implicit relation h( , ) between the parameters and . The curve of the function h( , ) = 1 indicates that two solutions exist when 0 < < c 0.354 . . . , one solution exists for = c and no solution exists for > c .
It is also worth mentioning that homotopy analysis has proven to be very efficient in solving these types of problems, especially nonlinear boundary value problems with infinite domain.
